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Introduction

Documentary films on historical Missouri figures and topics created by students at Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri, for a class taught by Chase Thompson in 2013 and 2015.

Note: All of the films are born digital files. The file names are in brackets following the film title.

Documentary Films [Location: NAS]

19 by Kirsten Izzett (about hanging of Lawrence Mabry)
[CA6488-bd-19KirstenIzzett.mov]

Crack in the Walls: A Film About the Missouri State Penitentiary by Nikki Gottschalk
[CA6488-bd-Cracks in the Wall Vimeo.mp4]

Fulton State Hospital: Where Are We Going? by Jordan Collins
[CA6488-bd-Fulton State Hospital Doc.mov]

Hair by Aud Robles (about Leila’s Hair Museum in Independence, MO)
[CA6488-bd-hairdoc.mov]

“Help Yourself”: A Story of German Values by Heather Beger
[CA6488-bd-help yourself.mov]

The Legend of the Missouri Monster by Livvy Runyon
[CA6488-bd-The Legend of the Missouri Monster.mov]

Stories of Murder Rock, and the Notorious Outlaw Alf Bolin by Clara SeLeena C.
[CA6488-bd-alf bolin doc-clara.mov]

Untitled film about Carrie Nation [CA6488-bd-Carrie Nation HD.mov]

Untitled film about John Moseley (MU football player)
[CA6488-bd-JohnMoseley-SD.mp4]

Untitled film about Nelle E. Peters (architect) by Autumn Brown
[CA6488-bd-N.E. Peters.mov]